AUXILIARY CONTACTS SUPPLIED PER ORDER

OUTLINE DRAWING BULL. 5210
SIZE 545A NON-ADJUSTABLE
SPRING CLOSED CONTACTOR
WITH DB AUX. & DROPPING RESISTOR
FOR HALF VOLTAGE OPERATING COIL

DROPPING RESISTOR ASSEMBLY
ARC INHIBITOR

CLEARANCE FOR REMOVING ARC SHIELD

6.25" (159mm)
8.5" (216mm)
1.00" (25.4mm)

7.5" (19mm)
7.5" (19mm)
3.12" (79mm)
.438" (11.1mm) DIA.
MTG. HOLE (3)

D B
AUXilliARy. CONTACTS SUPPLIED PER ORDER

LINEAR HOLES ANGLES
1 PLACE = .050 PUNCH = .002 DIMER = 1°
2 PLACE = .020 DRILL = .004 OR LESS = -.002
3 PLACE = .005 DRYER = -.010 LPDINCH. = -.004
REAL - SPECIFIED
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